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The New Normal
IT Checklist

STEP 1: RETURNING TO WORK

Do you need to undertake a security review?
The COVID-19 lockdown resulted in an approach to home working that was extremely
reactive in its nature. IT departments found themselves having to respond very quickly
to remote working requests and security considerations may not have been at the
‘forefront’ of the decision-making process during this time. Now is the time to:

? Ask just how vulnerable the organisation is on the back of this reaction

? Undertake a security review to identify and address any potential vulnerabilities

Do you need to prepare for different operating practices?
One thing we can guarantee when we return to work is that it will be a very different
workplace. Social distancing requirements will impact the workforce and may restrict
the number of employees that can return to the office and how they operate when
they do. Now is the time to:

? Ensure that IT policies take into account new or evolving operating practices

? Ascertain whether and additional procedures need to be defined, reviewed
or implemented

Remote security audit

To identify any cybersecurity weaknesses, why not book a remote
security audit? K3’s covers policies, accounts and passwords, network,
perimeter software, databases, backup, disaster recovery and more. It
can also be completed in 2 working days with no disruption.
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STEP 2: THE NEW NORMAL

Do you need to undertake a systems review?
Things will have changed in the last couple of months with more emphasis on remote
systems and access. Even with a return to work, businesses have realised more can
be done remotely than ever before. Now is the time to:

? Review IT Systems, strategy, architecture, and process

? Empower the workforce – give them the tools they need to work effectively
wherever they are!

How is social distancing in the workplace going to affect us?
Social distancing guidelines will apply as we return to the workplace and we need to
understand the implications of this for IT. Now is the time to:

? Consider whether office and workspace re-designs are necessary to ensure

guidelines are adhered to, work is undertaken effectively, and customers receive
a great experience

? Change seating plans and revise hot-desking policies

? Consider the implications for equipment placement and ‘distancing’

Monitoring and management
A good monitoring and management platform will help provide a holistic
view of the IT environment. It will provide important information on
resource, usage, performance, availability and help with capacity planning
– key information that IT Managers can feedback to their businesses for
enhancement and further investment.
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OUR RANGE OF SERVICES

CONSULTANCY

ONLINE BACKUP

RMM

Maximise IT investments by
plugging resource or skills gaps
on demand.

Encrypted copies of data and
apps are stored in robust
UK datacentres and quickly
recoverable.

Monitors critical IT
Infrastructure performance
around the clock and alerts us
to errors.

MICROSOFT

SQL DBA

CLOUD SERVICES

Increased flexibility, competitive
pricing and an overall enhanced
Microsoft user experience.

Daily administration for optimal
database performance,
availability and reliability.

Public, private or hybrid with
strategic and technical expertise
from our specialists.

SOFTWARE

HARDWARE

REMOTE DESKTOP

Assistance with the uptime,
availability and configuration
of third-party software.

Maintenance for IT hardware
products, devices and
peripherals with break/fix
support.

Access work PCs,
applications and storage
from anywhere, at any time.
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OUR RANGE OF SERVICES

SECURITY AUDIT

FIREWALL
PROTECTION

Highlights cybersecurity risks
with the provision of a risk
score, report and advice.

A frontline defence against
internet-based threats that
compromise your network.

DISASTER RECOVERY

EMAIL SECURITY

IT to support continued
operations and technology
recovery when faced with
adverse events.

Protect networks against
spam, phishing and
ransomware with no reduction
in speed.

ANTIVIRUS

Blocks 100% of known viruses
and spyware to protect against
data breaches, hacking and
downtime. harmful cyberattacks
in their tracks.

PATCH
MANAGEMENT

Essential updates to ensure
applications and systems have
optimal security credentials.

WEB CONTENT
FILTERING
www

Scans, monitors and blocks
malicious traffic when
browsing the web.

TRAINING
Group educational sessions
for all roles and responsibilities
to raise awareness and
effectiveness.
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